Reduce

ENGINEERING
COSTS
During Design

At a Glance
THE PROBLEM

Whether hand designing connections
or using software to perform, analyze
and approve calculations, connection
design can be a time consuming
and, therefore, expensive part of the
construction lifecycle.

THE SOLUTION

Based on studies conducted with
structural engineers, SDS/2’s steel
detailing software performs the fastest
connection design of any software on
the market, for each of the connection
types studied.

THE BENEFIT

SDS/2’s intelligent connection
automation drastically reduces the
time required to design and calculate
connections, saving engineers time and
subsequently impacting companies’
bottom lines.

A Connection Design Case Study by

Connection Design

SDS/2 Connection Design
Saves Engineering Time, Cost
SDS/2 has a savings with each connection, but shows its strength when that saving
is applied to all connections throughout a project. Based on this study, a typical
structure containing SDS/2 connection design on 10,000 members has an average
savings of 13 minutes, resulting in an estimated savings of $433,333.

With increasing rates throughout every phase of the construction process, companies are continually looking for
areas to cut cost and increase savings.
One area where companies can lower their bottom lines is
their investment in engineering manhours spent designing
connections.

The Benefits of Connection Design

The purpose of these studies was to determine the most
cost-effective method for designing connections within a
structural steel model. Because the market has several
software products capable of performing various levels of
connection design – from intelligent automation to input using created templates – SDS/2 initiated a thorough time and
cost analysis conducted by structural engineers.

The Methodology

Vertical Brace Paddle Plate

bolted moment with column
stiffeners and doublers

To determine the time and cost savings of using SDS/2 for connection design, rather than calculating the connection by hand
or using an alternate connection design software, structural
engineers throughout the Midwest were enlisted.
These structural engineers (all licensed professional engineers)
were given four connection types to design: vertical brace
paddle plate; K brace large gusset; bolted moment with column
stiffeners and doublers; and moment endplate.

K Brace Large Gusset

When practical, each engineer calculated the respective connection type by hand, and timed the duration of the task. They
also designed the connection in the selected software; the time
spent to input the member and connection information to get
design calculations were recorded and compared.
For cost comparison purposes, these studies use a baseline
engineering rate of $100 per hour.

Moment Endplate

CASE STUDIES 1 AND 2
Case Study #1: Vertical Brace Paddle Plate

Structural engineers input vertical brace paddle plate
connections into three connection design software programs:
SDS/2; a standalone structural steel connection design
software (Software 1); and a connection design software that
can use imported connection information (Software 2). The
engineers also calculated the connection by hand.
The time savings were significant. Based on the timed and
recorded results from the participating engineers, SDS/2
was more than five times faster than the other two software
programs.

SDS/2 SAVES

SDS/2 was able to complete the connection and calculation in
over hand calcs
just eight minutes, compared to 43 minutes and 40 minutes
in the other software programs.
SDS/2 also had a 94% savings over the hand calculations.
Using the baseline cost of $100 per hour in engineering costs,
SDS/2 saves more than $58 per connection over Software 1
and $53 compared to Software 2.

SDS/2

8 minutes

$ 13.33 each

Software 1

43 minutes

$ 71.67 each

Software 2

40 minutes

$ 66.67 each

Hand Calcs

156 minutes

$260.00 each

Case Study #2: Bolted Moment with Column
Stiffeners and Doublers
The second case study centered on bolted moment
connections with column stiffeners and doublers. In
addition to Software 2’s published numbers for hand
calculations (66 minutes) and in-software modeling (12
minutes), structural engineers also input the connection
using Software 3.

Software 3 is an engineering math software that first
required creation of a template, a process that took 395
minutes; inputting the connection data into the template
for calculation took eight minutes.

SDS/2 SAVES

In contrast, SDS/2 modeled the connection in three
over hand calcs
minutes.
In terms of time, SDS/2 saves engineers 75% over Software
2 and 62.5% over Software 3 (excluding the large time
investment the software requires for template creation).
In addition, SDS/2 saves more than 95% of engineering
manhours over hand calculations.
Based on the estimated $100 per engineering cost,
designing bolted moment connections with column
stiffeners and doublers costs $5 in SDS/2.

SDS/2

3 minutes

$

Software 2

12 minutes

$ 20.00 each

Software 3

8 minutes

$ 13.33 each**

Hand Calcs

66 minutes

$110.00 each

*

5.00 each

* excludes
excludes395
395minutes
minutesofoftemplate
templatecreation
creation
** excludes $658.33 cost of template creation

CASE STUDIES 3 AND 4

Connection Design

Case Study #3: K Brace Large Gusset

In the next connection analyzed, structural engineers
modeled and calculated a typical K brace connection with
a large gusset plate in SDS/2, a process that totaled four
minutes.
This was compared to published claims from Software 2,
which estimated a total time of 104 minutes to engineer
the connection by hand, and 15 minutes to design the
connection using that software.
Utilizing SDS/2 to design K brace connections with large
gusset plates saves more than 96% of engineering time
SDS/2 and
SAVES
versus traditional hand calculations,
more than 73% of
over hand
engineering time versus Software
2. calcs
At an presumed cost of $100 per engineering hour,
SDS/2 saves over $160 per connection over Software
2’s estimation of hand calculations, and over $18 per
connection compared to Software 2.

SDS/2

4 minutes

$

6.67 each

Software 2

15 minutes

$ 25.00 each

Hand Calcs

104 minutes

$173.33 each

Case Study #4: Moment Endplate

Structural engineers input moment endplate connections
into Software 3 after first creating a template, which took
378 minutes.
Upon completion of template creation, it took six minutes
to input the connection data. Moment endplates were also
done by hand, a task that took 126 minutes.
To complete the same connection in SDS/2 took two
minutes.
Engineers using SDS/2 can create a moment endplate
SDS/2 SAVES
connection three times faster than in Software 3, and for
over handhour
calcsbaseline.
$3.33, using the $100 per engineering
This is a marked, substantial decrease in costs compared
to hand calculations — $210 — and Software 3 — $10 plus
$630 in template creation.

SDS/2

2 minutes

$

Software 3

6 minutes

$ 10.00 each**

Hand Calcs

126 minutes

$210.00 each

*

3.33 each

* excludes
excludes378
378minutes
minutesofoftemplate
templatecreation
creation
** excludes $630.00 cost of template creation

About the Company
SDS/2
1501 Old Cheney Road
Lincoln, NE USA 68522
800.443.0782

SDS/2, a Nemetschek company, is a leading software innovator for
the steel industry’s fabrication, detailing and engineering sectors.
SDS/2 software products provide automatic connection optimization,
detailing, engineering information, fabrication data and much more,
reducing the time required to design, detail, fabricate and erect steel.
Founded in 1981 and headquartered in Lincoln, Nebraska USA, the
company serves customers in 17 countries.

